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GoogleSearch Maxthon Plugin Crack + PC/Windows

GoogleSearch Maxthon Plugin is a combination
of 17 plugins that will give you access to various
Google searches all from one button: Web,
Images, Groups, News, Blog (new), Froogle,
Directory, Microsoft, Glossary, Maps, Print
(new), Video (new), I'm Feeling Lucky, and to
site specific services: Site Search, Similar to
Current, Linking to current, Cached Page (new).
Click on the button or select a menu option and
the plugin will search for the highlighted text on
a page using the selected engine. If no text has
been highlighted, you will be able to enter your
search terms in a prompt window. The
GoogleSearch plugin provides also a quick
access to various Google search pages - e.g.
Advanced Image Search or Google Directory
(simply hit Enter in the prompt window). Apart
from typical keyword searches, you can search
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for sites similar to the one that you are viewing
or for web pages that link to it. You can also
toggle between the current page and its cached
copy. The plugin should work with keywords in
any language. It will also work on recursive
frames. Click on the button or select a menu
option and the plugin will search for the
highlighted text on a page using the selected
engine. If no text has been highlighted, you will
be able to enter your search terms in a prompt
window. The GoogleSearch plugin provides also
a quick access to various Google search pages -
e.g. Advanced Image Search or Google
Directory (simply hit Enter in the prompt
window). Apart from typical keyword searches,
you can search for sites similar to the one that
you are viewing or for web pages that link to it.
You can also toggle between the current page
and its cached copy. The plugin should work
with keywords in any language. It will also work
on recursive frames. Requirements: ￭ Maxthon
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1.x Date: 30/09/2007 Author: Khaled Fayad
GoogleSearch Maxthon Plugin Last Updated:
30/09/2007 Rating: Advertise Here Check out
our sponsor's websites and advertise your
business or service here: Forum Statistics:
About: Maxthon 1.x offers a variety of tools,
such as Google Search, flash, layout, and
extensions and is the preferred web browser of
millions of Internet users, because it has
excellent compatibility and is fast. Maxthon is
also the most popular browser in China,

GoogleSearch Maxthon Plugin

Display the clipboard (copy, cut, paste) in the
browser status bar. The KeyMacro plugin will
store the clipboard text in the status bar in three
different ways, depending on what functionality
you use to copy to the clipboard. You can copy,
cut and paste from and to the browser status bar,
using Ctrl+Insert,Ctrl+C,Ctrl+V respectively.
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KeyMacro is useful for example, for "getting
the mouse-pointer in" and out of web-browser
windows, where the scroll-bars or mouse-wheel
are not working. KeyMacro keeps track of the
clipboard text in the status bar, and when you
copy to or from the status bar, it simply updates
the clipboard text without sending the data. So,
using Ctrl+C/V you will have no lag in other
applications that may be running. KeyMacro
keeps track of the clipboard text in the status
bar, and when you copy to or from the status
bar, it simply updates the clipboard text without
sending the data. So, using Ctrl+C/V you will
have no lag in other applications that may be
running. KeyMacro also shows the pasting text
in the status bar, when you paste from the status
bar. So you can paste (select the text) and if you
notice the text was copied from the status bar,
you can paste it somewhere else, without getting
confused. Now you can do something with the
clipboard text in a more effective way, using
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CTRL+C/V and CTRL+X/V in the status bar.
KEYMACRO Features: ￭ Four menu options
for clipboard operations. ￭ Copy and paste text
from and to the browser status bar (or toolbar).
￭ Copy and paste text from and to the browser
status bar (or toolbar). ￭ Display clipboard text
in the status bar. ￭ Clipboard auto-update. ￭
Paste and Display clipboard text in the status
bar. ￭ Copy and paste text from and to the
browser status bar (or toolbar). ￭ Copy and
paste text from and to the browser status bar (or
toolbar). ￭ Copy and paste text from and to the
browser status bar (or toolbar). ￭ Copy and
paste text from and to the browser status bar (or
toolbar). ￭ Copy and paste text from and to the
browser status bar (or toolbar). ￭ 1d6a3396d6
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GoogleSearch Maxthon Plugin Serial Number Full Torrent [Updated]

This is a combination of 17 plugins that will
give you access to various Google searches all
from one button: Web, Images, Groups, News,
Blog (new), Froogle, Directory, Microsoft,
Glossary, Maps, Print (new), Video (new), I'm
Feeling Lucky, and to site specific services: Site
Search, Similar to Current, Linking to current,
Cached Page (new). Click on the button or
select a menu option and the plugin will search
for the highlighted text on a page using the
selected engine. If no text has been highlighted,
you will be able to enter your search terms in a
prompt window. The GoogleSearch plugin
provides also a quick access to various Google
search pages - e.g. Advanced Image Search or
Google Directory (simply hit Enter in the
prompt window). Apart from typical keyword
searches, you can search for sites similar to the
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one that you are viewing or for web pages that
link to it. You can also toggle between the
current page and its cached copy. The plugin
should work with keywords in any language. It
will also work on recursive frames. NOTE: This
plugin consists of two versions: GoogleSearch
(for Maxthon ) and GoogleSearch 4MyIE2 (for
users of MyIE2 ). The incompatible version can
be safely deleted. GoogleSearch 4MyIE2
Description: This plugin enables MyIE2 to
search for web pages on Google with all the
features (except the "I'm feeling lucky" option)
of the GoogleSearch plugin. Installer
Description: Download the installer for
Maxthon 1.x (using the link below) and extract
it anywhere. Next, launch the
"GoogleSearch.exe" file and follow the
instructions. To uninstall, run the uninstaller.
The versions available: Version 1.2.5: - Links to
Microsoft Pages are now searchable. - Searching
for "I'm feeling lucky" option is now switched
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off by default. - French localization added. -
Searching for sites similar to the one that you
are viewing is now supported. - Google.fr is now
available as a default language. - Support for
PDF files is now working. - Minor bug fixes.
Version 1.2.1: - Minor bug fixes. Version 1.2.0:
- Support for new Google services: - Searching
for a specific term with the current URL is now
supported.

What's New in the GoogleSearch Maxthon Plugin?

GoogleSearch Maxthon Plugin GoogleSearch
Maxthon Plugin is a combination of 17 plugins
that will give you access to various Google
searches all from one button: Web, Images,
Groups, News, Blog (new), Froogle, Directory,
Microsoft, Glossary, Maps, Print (new), Video
(new), I'm Feeling Lucky, and to site specific
services: Site Search, Similar to Current,
Linking to current, Cached Page (new). Click on
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the button or select a menu option and the
plugin will search for the highlighted text on a
page using the selected engine. If no text has
been highlighted, you will be able to enter your
search terms in a prompt window. The
GoogleSearch plugin provides also a quick
access to various Google search pages - e.g.
Advanced Image Search or Google Directory
(simply hit Enter in the prompt window). Apart
from typical keyword searches, you can search
for sites similar to the one that you are viewing
or for web pages that link to it. You can also
toggle between the current page and its cached
copy. The plugin should work with keywords in
any language. It will also work on recursive
frames. NOTE: This plugin consists of two
versions: GoogleSearch (for Maxthon ) and
GoogleSearch 4MyIE2 (for users of MyIE2 ).
The incompatible version can be safely deleted.
Requirements: ￭ Maxthon 1.x GoogleSearch
Maxthon Plugin GoogleSearch Maxthon Plugin
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is a combination of 17 plugins that will give you
access to various Google searches all from one
button: Web, Images, Groups, News, Blog
(new), Froogle, Directory, Microsoft, Glossary,
Maps, Print (new), Video (new), I'm Feeling
Lucky, and to site specific services: Site Search,
Similar to Current, Linking to current, Cached
Page (new). Click on the button or select a menu
option and the plugin will search for the
highlighted text on a page using the selected
engine. If no text has been highlighted, you will
be able to enter your search terms in a prompt
window. The GoogleSearch plugin provides also
a quick access to various Google search pages -
e.g. Advanced Image Search or Google
Directory (simply hit Enter in the prompt
window). Apart from typical keyword searches,
you can search for sites similar to the one that
you are viewing or for web pages that link to it.
You can also toggle between the current page
and its cached copy. The plugin should work
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with keywords in any language. It will also work
on recursive frames. NOTE: This plugin
consists of two versions: GoogleSearch (for
Maxthon ) and GoogleSearch 4MyIE2 (for users
of MyIE2 ). The incompatible version can be
safely deleted. Requirements: ￭ Maxthon 1.x
GoogleSearch Max
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Requires a computer with an Intel
i5-2500K @ 3.5GHz with a 6800GT Intel HD
Graphics 530 or Radeon HD 6850 8GB of
RAM Windows 10, Windows 8.1 or Windows 7
SP1 OS: Windows 10, Windows 8.1 or
Windows 7 SP1 Processor: Intel i5-2500K @
3.5GHz with a 6800GT Graphics: Intel HD
Graphics 530 or Radeon HD 6850 RAM: 8GB
HDD:
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